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Puget Sound Energy Improves Response Time With Real-Time Data, Saves With Facility Intelligence

Key Challenges
Legacy software and a lack of real-time data resulted in slow response time when power outages affected customers.

Key Results
Actionable insights from Splunk enable PSE to prioritize better and react faster during power outages. With facility intelligence, PSE has also improved collaboration and lowered maintenance costs.

Think for a moment: How vital are heat and electricity in your home?

For more than 145 years, PSE has kept homes warm and lights on across a 6,000-square-mile service area, supplying electricity and gas to approximately 2 million customers throughout western Washington. The company needed to improve response during power outages, monitor and gain full visibility into its facility data, and consolidate tools in its network operations center (NOC).

From Power Outages to Data Centers
Chris Perez, enterprise technology solutions advisor at PSE, is part of the hybrid facilities and IT team. “Our team handles change management for our data centers, as well as the power distribution, cable, plant, and overall facilities maintenance of 150 communications sites and rooms in 70 office locations,” Perez says.

“Our customers’ uptime is the most critical part of what we do. Power outages don’t just affect residential customers, they affect hospitals and EMS services. Having visibility into that is key,” Perez says. However, legacy software and multiple tools spanning environments didn’t allow necessary correlations, making it challenging to find the root cause when power outages hit. PSE also needed a better monitoring solution for its critical data centers, and a more reliable way to ensure resource availability in its conference rooms.

PSE’s adoption of Splunk has been organic and continues to grow. A small team with a limited implementation started monitoring customer-facing websites. The team recognized the potential for tackling additional challenges and championed broader adoption across the organization.

Data-Driven Outcomes

Industry: Energy & Utilities

Solutions: IT Operations, IoT & Industrial Data

| $500K | in anticipated savings from consolidating analytics solutions |
| $135K | in annual ROI from sunsetting legacy tools |
| 150 | communication sites and 70 office locations now operating more efficiently |
Facility Intelligence Monitoring: Better Collaboration, Lower Costs

Data about temperature, fan speeds, HVAC and environment readings generated by PSE’s data centers was previously siloed in different systems from multiple vendors. Limited data access and no view across data centers meant there was no way to see key performance indicators or identify issues within individual facilities. To remedy this, PSE aggregated all general alerts with log data, gaining full visibility into the performance of its data centers.

The team also needed to make sure employees could always collaborate regardless of location. This required monitoring the health of hundreds of conference rooms, each with up to 60 pieces of equipment, such as occupancy sensors, room schedulers and video switchers. Before Splunk, PSE lacked real-time data about equipment problems and occupancy, relying on user feedback and logs from individual devices. There was also no way to see how often equipment was being used, which resulted in unnecessary maintenance costs. With Splunk, the team can access real-time conference room data at any time and fix issues faster.

Splunk also helps keep costs down with just-in-time maintenance — dashboards identify which equipment requires immediate attention, eliminating unnecessary site visits and saving on maintenance costs.

Bridging the Gap Between IT and OT

Before adopting Splunk, PSE’s IT NOC team used multiple tools, which required constant employee training. Standardizing on Splunk has reduced training time and costs, and increased the consistency and reliability of information gathering, sharing and response. The Splunk platform has been such a success that the team was able to sunset some legacy tools, resulting in an annual ROI of $135,000 and an anticipated savings of $500,000 through further consolidation.

PSE sees Splunk’s capabilities continuing to extend from IT into operational technology (OT). As PSE pulls data from the data center programmable logic controllers (PLCs) — specifically actuator, analog sensor and fan data — to monitor the health of the physical equipment, IT can now better communicate with local facility teams. “The most powerful thing about Splunk is its ability to bridge the gap between IT and OT — Splunk provides a frame of reference to each side and a common language that fosters collaboration,” Perez says.

Splunk for Industrial IoT is important to us because it provides all the details about our site very quickly and we can make decisions on that data. We have to know how many customers are experiencing power outages.”

Chris Perez, Enterprise Technology Solutions Advisor, PSE

Download Splunk for free or get started with the free cloud trial. Whether cloud, on-premises, or for large or small teams, Splunk has a deployment model that will fit your needs.